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Green lighting is the concept of the 90 s by the national environmental protection 
bureau for the first time, the main content including energy conservation, environmental 
protection, safety and comfort. Energy saving means that use less power to achieve 
adequate illumination, thus reducing energy consumption, achieve the purpose of 
environmental protection. Safe and comfortable is refers to the light is downy, clear, do 
not produce light pollution. With the rapid development of global economy, no matter 
from the angle of consumer or national level, energy conservation and emissions reduction 
has become one of the trend of the development of the lighting industry, so that all 
countries in the implementation of energy conservation and emissions reduction work, our 
country is not exceptional also, as one of the large energy consumption industry, lighting 
industry to implement energy saving LED light source has become a developing trend, the 
traditional incandescent light bulbs, lighting lamps and lanterns also gradually withdraw 
from the market. As LED the market demand is increasing, and the government policy 
guidance, the rapid development of LED industry, lamps and lanterns of enterprises more 
and more, and so in the fierce market competition, how to achieve the sales target of the 
enterprise itself, has become the key problem concerned by enterprises. 
Based on the above background, it takes A Green Lighting Enterprise as an example, 
this paper makes a thorough analysis on the marketing strategy of A Green Lighting 
Enterprise marketing status of the marketing strategy. Firstly, the marketing strategy and 
the marketing situation of A Green Lighting Enterprise are discussed and analyzed in order 
to find out the problems in the marketing process. Then, it uses the marketing environment 
analysis, SWOT analysis of A Green Lighting Enterprise customer marketing environment, 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats analysis. On the basis of the above, the 
use of competitive advantage position theory, marketing mix theory, combined with the 















strategy optimization program, mainly including the development of high-end 
differentiated marketing, improve hotel customer relationship marketing system, 
strengthen internal marketing management, to promote customer experience and build 
effective to improve customer perception and loyalty. Finally, with the management 
experience of domestic and foreign advanced enterprises and the author's work, some 
measures and suggestions are put forward to ensure the smooth implementation of 
marketing strategy. 
The main contents of this paper are arranged as following. The first chapter: 
introduction. It mainly introduced the research purpose of this paper, the research 
significance and the main research contents and methods. The second chapter: It mainly 
applied to this project need relevant theory has carried on the induction summary, model, 
including the related marketing theory, marketing analysis model, and introduces the 
concept of green lighting and industry development situation. The third chapter: it take the 
A green lighting enterprise as the research object, in understanding and familiar with A 
green illumination enterprise based on the present situation and its marketing, has carried 
on the investigation and analysis to the A green lighting enterprise. The A green lighting 
enterprise were summarized the current problems existing in the marketing, products 
mainly include the lack of the A clear market positioning, enterprises subject to the dealer, 
channel control ability, failed to establish the A good relationship with customers, to the 
problem of lack of sales staff monitoring. Then, in view of the A green lighting enterprise 
carried on the thorough analysis of the above problems, in order to find out the cause of 
the problem. The fourth chapter: it mainly based on the analysis of the A green lighting 
enterprise marketing environment, including the macro environment, micro environment 
analysis and marketing SWOT analysis. The fifth chapter: analysis on the basis of building 
the A green illumination enterprise based on the theory of the marketing 4P marketing 
strategy optimization scheme, including product accurate market positioning, and product 
strategy, price strategy, channel strategy and promotion strategy. Chapter six: in order to 















optimization strategy, the system guarantee of the proposed some corresponding measures 
and Suggestions. 
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调查显示，2010 年我国对于节能照明产品的需求已达到 1000 亿元人民币，而在
2015 年已达到 5000 亿人民币，短短 5 年时间，正常幅度达到 4 倍之多。 
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